
 
 
From the Division Chair: 
Sharing the Good News 
 
By Phillip A. Wittmann  
 

I am happy to serve as the first chair of the Louisiana State Bar Association’s Senior 
Lawyers Division (SLD). We are very excited about the progress of our Division and I wanted 
to share some of the good news. 
 
Mentoring 

The new Mentoring Program, spearheaded by Barry Grodsky, will be a premier project 
for the SLD. The Louisiana Supreme Court signed an order in May 2013 regarding mentoring, 
which will affect individuals admitted in 2014. A pilot project has been approved which will 
begin in the greater New Orleans area, Baton Rouge and Shreveport. The SLD will serve as a 
pool for the mentors who will be selected by the Supreme Court. 

The committee is working on a handbook and there will be training for mentors. 
Attendees will receive 6 hours of CLE credit. Grodsky said the committee will start identifying 
mentors shortly and he urged attendees to be on the lookout for information, including a mentor 
application in the Louisiana Bar Today biweekly e-newsletter. 
  
Lawyers in Transition 

We are working with the Supreme Court to develop a system by which each lawyer is 
required to name a “successor” attorney in the event the lawyer dies, is missing, retires or is 
unable to practice for any reason. That lawyer is to take over the first lawyer’s practice for a 
short period to contact the clients and protect their interests. Richard Leefe is working with the 
Court concerning this very important issue. 
 
Young Lawyers Division  

The Senior Lawyers Division and the Young Lawyers Division (YLD) are made for 
each other because they have so much to offer each other. We have plans for the YLD to 
conduct a seminar for senior lawyers on June 7 in Destin, Fla., in addition to conducting a joint 
SLD/YLD CLE on Monday, Dec. 2, in New Orleans. For more information or to register, see 
the item below under “Continuing Legal Education.” 
 

We want to be your voice in this association. Please feel free to send us your thoughts, 
ideas, comments and criticisms. 

 



 
 
From the Editor: 
The Numbers Game 
 
By Edward J. Walters, Jr. 
 
Will you still need me, will you still feed me, when I’m sixty-four? 
 

The song “When I’m Sixty-Four” was released in 1967 on the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band album. I was 20. Sixty-four seemed sooooo far away and people aged 
64 seemed soooooooo OLD to me at the time.  

I remember reading George Orwell’s 1984 in high school and thinking, “In 1984, I’ll be 
37 years old. Wow! That’s OLD! And at the turn of the century, I’ll be 53. GEEZ!” All of those 
numbers seemed so far away then. Now they are all so far away in the past.  

Well, 64 doesn’t seem so old anymore, does it? 
When I grew up in New Orleans, my grandparents lived with us. My grandfather died at 

61. He was an OLD man. 
Well, things are different today. We have better health care and we take better care of 

ourselves (or we should). Hardly anyone smokes anymore. People watch their blood pressure 
and cholesterol and they exercise (some more than others). People work long past the age when 
they can “retire” and collect Social Security. 

We are not sure anymore what the age is when someone should be considered old. I’ll let 
you know when I find out. 

 



 
 

10 Smarter Legal Research Tools in Fastcase That You Aren’t Using 
By Edward J. Walters III 

 
The Louisiana State Bar Association (LSBA) has been offering its members premium 

access to Fastcase legal research as a free member benefit since 2005. But the service has grown 
every year since then, including a number of important new power tools for legal research. 

Whether you’re a power user or use the service once in a blue moon, here are 10 new 
Fastcase tools that will help you work smarter. 
 
1) Interactive Timeline 

In addition to text-based search results, Fastcase now includes a power data visualization 
tool that creates a visual map of search results. It allows you to see the most important cases at a 
glance. When you’re looking at search results, just click the Interactive Timeline tab at the top. 
 
2) Forecite 

Forecite from Fastcase goes beyond your keyword search, using intelligent citation 
analysis to find cases you’d otherwise miss. In a millisecond before displaying search results, 
Forecite automatically reads each case in the result list and builds a table of frequently cited 
cases. If seminal cases don’t appear in the search result (which is more common than you’d 
expect), Forecite will suggest them for you. It’s like having a safety net for your research. 
 
3) PACER Searching 

Searching federal dockets with PACER is slow and difficult, especially if you have to 
search multiple courts. So Fastcase has worked with Justia to build a tool that can search across 
all PACER sites at once. It’s the depth of PACER with the power of Fastcase. You also can filter 
by state, court, date or type of suit. When you select a document you’d like to download, the tool 
takes you to the individual PACER site, where standard charges apply. 
 
4) Mobile Sync 

Many lawyers in the state use Fastcase’s free apps for iPhone and iPad 
(www.fastcase.com/iPhone) for legal research on the go. Traditionally, research done on the 
phone stayed on the phone, and research on the desktop stayed on the desktop. With Fastcase 
Mobile Sync, you can take your desktop research, favorites and search history on the road with 
you. You also can save cases from the iPhone or iPad and print them from Fastcase through the 
LSBA. To sign up, simply log into Fastcase on the desktop and go to Options | Mobile Sync. 
Add the username and password from your mobile account, and Fastcase will automatically 
connect both accounts. If you registered for the app with the email address on file with the 
LSBA, you’re already synched! 
 
5) Batch Printing/String Cites 

http://www.fastcase.com/iPhone


Pulling up individual cases can be a hassle, even when you have the citation handy. 
Fastcase lets you pull up multiple cases at once, just by separating them with a comma. You can 
save them all to your print queue for later, print them individually, print the entire text of all the 
cases as one document or simply print a list of the cases. Click the printer icon in search results, 
or, when looking at a document, select “Add to my Print Queue.” 
 
6) Saving/Sharing Research 

Every web address (or URL) in Fastcase is unique. That means that you can bookmark 
any page in Fastcase in your browser, and come back to it later. Sharing a case is fast and easy 
— simply email the URL to a friend. They can log into Fastcase, click the link, and see the case. 
Sharing search results is just as easy — simply add the URL of the results to your browser 
favorites. You can later log into the site and click the link in your browser. Fastcase updates the 
search, so your research will always stay up-to-date. 

You also can use your individual Fastcase library. When you’re looking at a document, 
just click “Save to My Favorites.” To view the case later, simply go to My Library | Favorite 
Documents. In addition to the 10 favorites in your library, the last 10 documents you viewed are 
also saved under My Library | Recent Documents. 
 
7) Newspaper Search 

Fastcase doesn’t include an internal newspaper database, but it has partnered with 
NewsLibrary.com to offer an archive of more than 182 million newspaper articles from papers 
around the country — including more than 50 Louisiana newspapers. Search for free, view 
results and summaries for free, and purchase individual articles for $3 each. 
 
8) Legal Forms 

Some legal work is customized, but other work is more form-based. For the latter group, 
Fastcase has partnered with US Legal Forms to offer a comprehensive library of legal forms 
customized for each state. You can filter by topic or keyword search to find a form to use as a 
starting point. You can search for free, view results for free, and read a watermarked copy of the 
form for free. When you’ve decided that a form is right for your client, download individual 
forms in editable Word format, most for between $10 and $50. 
 
9) Annotated Statutes  

Annotated statutes are a great way to shed more light on how courts have interpreted a 
code section. Fastcase has recently launched its annotated U.S. Code and will release annotations 
for all the states in 2012. To view the annotated U.S. Code, simply search and view any section 
of the U.S. Code. At the bottom of each section is a list of all citing cases. Unlike other online 
annotated codes, on Fastcase you can sort the annotations by case name, decision date and 
number of times a case has been cited. Fastcase Annotated Statutes are a great guide to 
interpretation. 
 
10) Case Summaries 

As of March 2011, Fastcase includes case summaries for judicial opinions from all state 
Supreme Courts, the U.S. Supreme Court and federal courts of appeal. Look in the header of new 
Supreme Court cases for editorial summaries from Fastcase. 
 



Fastcase has grown and added many tools since the LSBA first offered it as a member 
benefit in 2005. You can access free legal research any time by visiting the LSBA website at 
www.lsba.org and clicking the Fastcase logo. To view any of these new Fastcase features or 
others, visit www.fastcase.com/support for a schedule of free webinars, training videos and user 
guides. You also can reach Fastcase toll free at 1-866-77-FASTCASE. 
 
Edward J. Walters III is co-founder and chief executive officer of Fastcase. 
 

http://www.lsba.org/
http://www.fastcase.com/support


 
The Way It Was 
By Roger A. Stetter 

 
There is a vague popular belief that lawyers are necessarily dishonest. . . . Let no man, choosing 
the law for a calling, yield to this popular belief. Resolve to be honest at all events; and if, in 
your own judgment, you cannot be an honest lawyer, resolve to be honest without being a 
lawyer.    
—Abraham Lincoln, Notes on the Practice of Law (1850) 
 

Back in the day, when we old war horses were freshly minted lawyers, there was no need 
to read Abe Lincoln’s words. Coming to the Bar in the era when Gideon’s Trumpet was a 
bestseller and a public high school principal could not suspend students for wearing black 
armbands to protest the war in Vietnam, equal access to justice and freedom of speech were the 
order of the day.1 We were taught that the law was meant to serve the people and that in our role 
as lawyers we could make a real difference in the lives of our fellow citizens.   

Perhaps more importantly, we could call upon established lawyers and good-natured 
judges to help us solve problems and become better lawyers. Every good lawyer and judge, and 
there were many, would take the time to mentor a young lawyer and, if he made a mistake, show 
him the right way and encourage him to do better.   

I’ll never forget the day a Municipal Court judge sent word for me to visit him in his 
chambers. A rookie legal aid lawyer in Roanoke, Va., I had just successfully tried a criminal case 
on behalf of a young woman who was assaulted by a police officer and then charged with 
resisting arrest and battery.   

During a recess, I railed in the courthouse corridor against a police witness and, in the 
heat of the moment, used a profanity in reference to his false testimony against my client. Judge 
Beverly Fitzpatrick, the trial judge, apparently got word of this and summoned me to his 
chambers a few days later. “Roger,” he said, “I heard that you used foul language in the hallway 
outside my courtroom last week. What do you have to say for yourself?” I did not remember the 
exact words I used but readily admitted I was excited and apologized sincerely for my 
intemperate remarks. I promised the judge it would never happen again. Judge Fitzpatrick then 
got up from behind his desk, put his arm around my shoulders and said, “I know this won’t 
happen again and I am confident that you will be a great lawyer.” I don’t know about the great 
lawyer part, but Judge Fitzpatrick did me a great favor: Never again would I speak ill of a 
witness, a fellow attorney or a judge in a courthouse or other public place.     

I think we have forgotten the duty we have as lawyers to help new members of the Bar 
stay the right course. I don’t mean we should file a complaint with the Office of Disciplinary 
Counsel every time a hot-headed young lawyer uses foul language or commits some other minor 
impropriety. But neither should such behavior be entirely ignored. We owe it to our profession, if 
not to these Rambo lawyers, to at least be honest by telling them, in the nicest way possible, that 
such tactics will never succeed.  



Several years ago, I read a book describing in great detail the legal practice of Abe 
Lincoln. Over the course of his legal career, he tried about 3,000 cases, everything from debt 
collection and railroad accidents to petty crimes and murder cases. Despite conventional folklore, 
Lincoln could be a fearsome advocate and he always played to win, becoming in the 1850s one 
of the wealthiest and most sought after trial lawyers in Illinois. But although forceful in battle, 
Lincoln was always magnanimous in victory, shaking hands with his adversary at the end of a 
trial and telling him that he deserved to win.2 Lincoln brought those same qualities of humility 
and grace to the White House, making it possible for him to win the hearts and minds of his 
Cabinet members or “team of rivals.”3  

I like to think, and do believe, that the practice of law had not changed greatly in the 100 
years after Lincoln’s death when we were admitted to the Bar. We spent time getting to know 
our clients as people, persuaded our neighbors to compromise whenever they could, never 
charged an exorbitant fee, did our work faithfully and well, and loved what we did.     

In 1965, a Justice on the United States Supreme Court was paid $35,000 per year and a 
partner in a Wall Street law firm made $60,000 per year. My first job, as a legal aid lawyer, paid 
$8,700 per year and, when I went to work for a Wall Street law firm six years later (in 1977), my 
starting salary was $30,000 per year. But that was a long time ago, when law school tuition was 
$1,000 per year and virtually every law graduate had no difficulty in finding legal employment 
upon graduation from law school.   

Mindful of these economic realities, it is still true today that the law is not just a business. 
It is a calling in which the best and the brightest minds of this generation face many of the same 
challenges and opportunities that we did almost a half century ago. The profession is not in 
decline but in transition. It is our job as senior lawyers to set the very best example we can for 
young lawyers and to help them understand that the joys of lawyering are in helping others and 
in working to achieve a more just society. So take the time to lend a helping hand whenever you 
can and try to leave the profession in as good shape as you found it at the beginning of your 
career.   
 
FOOTNOTES 
 

1. See Anthony Lewis, Gideon’s Trumpet (1964); Gideon v. Wainright, 372 U.S. 335 
(1963); Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969).  

2. See Brian Dirk, Lincoln the Lawyer (2008).  
3. See Doris Kearns Goodwin, Team of Rivals (2005).  

 
Roger A. Stetter, a graduate of Cornell and UVA Law School, is a trial lawyer in New Orleans 
and former member of the Louisiana State University Paul M. Hebert Law Center faculty. His 
books include Louisiana Civil Appellate Procedure; In Our Own Words: Reflections on 
Professionalism in the Law; and Louisiana Environmental Compliance. 
 



 
Food for Thought: Planning for Closing or Transitioning of the Practice 

By Peter J. Losavio, Jr. 
 

As attorneys, we spend a lifetime serving clients, establishing our reputation, maintaining 
professional competency, networking, building referral sources and developing systems and 
procedures to deliver high-quality legal services. However, we fail to plan to preserve the value 
of our practice developed over a lifetime upon unexpected death or disability. Further 
complicating our situation, the Louisiana Supreme Court has not adopted ABA Model Rule 1.17 
which allows lawyers, or a law firm, to sell a practice or an area of law practice, including 
goodwill, if the conditions established by said rule are met. 

Under the existing ethical guidelines, solo practitioners cannot sell their practices. 
Therefore, without some advance planning, solo practitioners may leave their clients and families 
in a precarious situation.   

The solo practitioners have to know and plan in advance for unforeseen disability or 
death. For example, if solo practitioners become gravely ill and have time, they can find an 
attorney to become a partner and sell their interest in the partnership, which is allowed under the 
ethical rules. Another option would be for the solo practitioners to merge their practices into a 
firm. Unfortunately, most of us do not have advance notice of disability or death.   

Therefore, the solo practitioner has to plan for the eventual closing or transitioning of the 
practice. A solo practitioner should select a “transitional lawyer” with emergency access to 
passwords, calendar and accounts. A written agreement between the solo practitioner and the 
“transitional lawyer” can avoid liability for the practitioner, his/her family and ethical issues. The 
agreement should provide that the “transitional lawyer” represents the solo practitioner and not 
the clients. This should be disclosed to the solo practitioner’s clients. The rate of compensation 
also should be specified.   

Attorneys in a law firm should structure their partnership agreement in advance to plan 
for what happens upon death, disability or retirement of one of the partners. The attorney who is 
a member of a law firm can and should contractually plan for what happens upon that partner’s 
disability, suspension, disbarment, retirement or death or simply if he or she wants to leave.   

How do you calculate value? Reviewing instances in states where it is within the Rules of 
Professional Conduct to sell a practice, there are several different methods for valuing interest in 
a law practice. One method is to establish the net cash basis book value of the practice, plus a 
multiple of estimated earnings. As a rule of thumb, estimated earnings multiple is used to value 
goodwill or going concern value of the business. Generally the value of a practice will be one-
half of normalized annual earnings to 2.5 times normalized annual earnings. A less accurate 
approach would be to use a multiple of revenues, generally .75 to 1.25 of yearly revenues to 
value. The valuation method for a personal injury practice or law firm must include a method for 
valuing the unsettled cases. In summary, the valuation method can vary depending on the type of 
practice.   



The inclusion of earnings or revenue in the valuation formula is a reflection of goodwill. 
Clients cannot be ethically or practically sold. The use of earnings or revenue assumes that the 
practice will continue to attract the same clients. The attorney/client relationship is a highly 
personal relationship. The purchaser may not be able to maintain the clients. Furthermore, the 
seller has to be concerned with the competency of the purchaser. Besides all of the ethical issues 
raised in the sale of a practice, it is extremely difficult to transfer the value of a legal practice 
from one attorney to another attorney.   

A law firm should have an agreement among its members detailing how to handle a death 
or firm separation. The agreement can provide for different prices depending on the nature of the 
event. A lower price would be appropriate when the contractual provision in the agreement is 
triggered by the attorney becoming disqualified from practicing law. An agreement conveys 
practical and ethical advantages and can deliver important estate planning benefits. The federal 
income tax implications of buy-sell agreements vary widely depending on the type of agreement 
and the type of entity to which it relates.   

In conclusion, it is the attorney’s fiduciary duty to his clients and his moral obligation to 
his family to plan for death or disability. 
 
Peter J. Losavio, Jr., with the Baton Rouge law firm of Losavio & DeJean, L.L.C., graduated 
from Louisiana State University Law School in 1975 and received a master’s of law in taxation 
from the University of Florida in 1976. He is certified by the National Academy of Elder Law 
Attorneys, one of only 300 attorneys in the United States with this certification. He is also a 
certified public accountant, a certified financial planner, a board-certified Tax Law Specialist 
and a board-certified Estate Planning and Administration Specialist, both through the Louisiana 
Board of Legal Specialization.  
 
 
 
 



 
Black Bean & Corn Salad (or Dip) 

 
The “Spicy” section is reserved for discussions of one of the state’s most “relished” topics: 
FOOD. This issue features a recipe for Black Bean & Corn Salad (or Dip), contributed by Norma 
Walters. If you have a great recipe to share, if you want to write a food-related article, or if you 
have an idea for a future article, email Editor Ed Walters at walters@lawbr.net.  
 
Black Bean & Corn Salad (or Dip) 
 
3 Haas avocados 
Juice of 1 lime 
1 can organic black beans 
1 ear of corn or 1 can of whole corn (preferably white) 
5-6 tablespoons salsa (medium or mild, your choice) 
2-3 teaspoons chopped cilantro 
3 tablespoons thinly sliced RED onion 
1 pinch cayenne pepper 
Dash or dashes of Tony Chachere’s Seasoning 
Optional: ½ seeded chopped jalapeno pepper 
 
Microwave corn in husk for 4 minutes, let cool, pull back husk silk, cut corn off cob and put in 
bowl. If using canned corn, drain and let sit to dry. Drain and rinse black beans. Let sit to dry. 
Put in bowl with corn. Mash 2 avocados, chop the other one fine. Put lime juice over avocados. 
Add avocados to bowl. Add cilantro. Add salsa. Add Tony Chachere’s Seasoning. Add thinly 
sliced onion. Add cayenne. Gently stir. Taste. Adjust seasonings to your liking. 
 
For salad, serve over lettuce. For dip, add more salsa. Garnish with a bit of chopped tomato and a 
few black beans. 
 
Bon Appétit! 
 

mailto:walters@lawbr.net
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Share Your Experience and Knowledge with Young Lawyers 

By Leslie J. Schiff 
 

Over a period of many years, first as an associate and later as a partner of Lawrence B. 
Sandoz, Jr., I learned several valuable lessons that have served me well throughout my law 
practice. Let me share one of them with my “seasoned” colleagues. 

Share your experience and knowledge with young lawyers. We will not be here forever 
— try as we might. Our passing will hopefully leave a void in the profession that needs to be 
filled. It will come as no surprise that right around the corner is a bright, young, and likely 
struggling, lawyer in need of guidance. In this time frame, they call it mentoring. 

So, what should we seasoned lawyers do about it? The young person may feel that it is an 
imposition to ask for help. The seasoned lawyer may not wish to be meddlesome or presumptive. 
So they are ships passing in the night. 

Sandoz told me as a young lawyer that I should not hesitate to ask when help was needed 
and he certainly demonstrated in his everyday law practice that he did not hesitate to extend a 
helping hand to a young lawyer — even if not asked to do so. 

In the spirit of continuing high-quality legal services to our clientele, is it not important 
that we share our professional life experiences with those who come behind? In many instances, 
we have said that it is unnecessary to reinvent the wheel. Why should I not share whatever 
valuable experiences I have gained over the years with a young lawyer to assist in his/her 
representation of clients to their mutual benefit? 

There was a time when I looked at other members of the Bar as competitors, and perhaps 
they still are. I do not believe that the competition is as fierce for me and my seasoned colleagues 
today as it was in years past. So there is no real downside to us individually stepping out to help 
our younger colleagues. 

Call it mentoring (or whatever you will), but I encourage you to make yourself available 
to a younger lawyer or lawyers and share your experiences with them to assist in the delivery of 
legal services. 

 
Leslie J. Schiff is a partner in the Opelousas office of Schiff, Scheckman & White, L.L.P. He 
served as Louisiana State Bar Association president in 1989-90 and currently serves on several 
LSBA committees, including the Rules of Professional Conduct Committee, the Lawyers in 
Transition Committee and the Senior Lawyers Committee. He received the LSBA’s 
Professionalism Award in 2010. 
 



 
Aftertaste 

 
The “Aftertaste” section is for readers to offer comment, criticism, ideas and opinions. Email your 
“letters to the editor” to Editor Ed Walters at walters@lawbr.net. 
 
LETTER 1: Why a CLE? 
 
Why would the first program of the mandatory Senior Lawyers Division be a CLE program? If the leaders 
of the new Division were really interested in getting the members involved, I believe they would get more 
involvement if the program was not another fundraiser for the LSBA. I bet Clio would be pleased to pay 
for the senior event. Why would any senior member who is exempt (for the time being) from mandatory 
CLE want to spend money and take time to attend a program on retirement/estate planning, social 
media/technology and mentoring when the same information can be provided to us by electronic 
communication? 
 
Is this CLE just another softening up of the Division to get ready for mandatory CLE to be reinstated by 
the Supreme Court, or to require mandatory mentoring? 
 
Seasoning would be a real value to the members if someone gave a status report on who is proposing the 
reinstatement of mandatory CLE.  
 
I propose the Division endorse the requirement that the CLE committee limit the charge to any CLE 
program for senior members of the LSBA to $5 per hour on a “space available basis.” If the goal is to get 
the seniors to attend the CLE, the $5 charge will entice them to attend. 
—R. Collins Vallée  
Mandeville 
 
LETTER 2: Right on Target 
 
Thank you so much for Seasoning. Right on target. I thought you were talking with me at coffee or lunch. 
Harold, Class of Loyola ’68. 
—Harold S. Bartholomew 
Metairie 
 
LETTER 3: A Little “Seasoned” Advice 
 
The first issue of Seasoning was great! One suggestion from my 180+ days of experience is to plan a 
morning activity and an afternoon activity and you will be busier than before you became “seasoned.” 
Yes, I said “seasoned” because there are a lot of us who have found that there is life after law. One of 
your activities can include working for a non-profit. Learn to do something that you haven’t done before. 
—Charles S. McCowan, Jr. 
Baton Rouge 

mailto:walters@lawbr.net
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